Valledolmo Trees of Fadale

Some family unit connections on these trees are inferred (shown as a small font). As an example, Vincenzo Fendale 1835-1870 married Filippa Battaglia 1831-1869 in 1855; in trees are in a small font (like the example here), we do not know the marriage date. We know this information because we know the couple "Vincenzo and Filippa"exists (we are just not exactly sure if the couple "Vincenzo and Filippa" actually married or not). Confidentiality is increased because family members have been named after their grandparents. However, we are not sure or do not know which could be correct. Conflicts are increased because family members have been named after their grandparents. However, we are not sure or do not know which could be correct. This information is approximate. We do not know the marriage date. We know this information because we know the couple "Vincenzo and Filippa"exists.
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